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Further Results on the Deformation of Thin Shells*)

Resultats supplementaires sur la deformation des coques minces

Weitere Resultate bei der Deformation dünner Schalen

PETER G. GLOCKNER
Professor, Department of Civil Engineering, The University of Calgary, Calgary,

Alberta, Canada

Introduction

In order to be able to describe approximately the deformation of a thin
shell by means of a two-dimensional mathematical model, the changes in
midsurface normal curvature and torsion, referred to as bending strains in
the shell literature, are required in addition to the midsurface in-plane
(tangential) strains. The definition of these bending strains has been the subject
of much discussion during the last ten years. In fact, the problem of the
definition of the bending strain tensor of linear shell theory remained an
unsettled issue until Koiter introduced his curvature change tensor [1,2,3],
a tensor which was independently also arrived at by Naghdi [4, 5, 6, 7] and
which was subsequently shown to be a "best" definition [8].

Physical components of changes of curvature and torsion for the
nonorthogonal coordinate case were defined in terms of derivatives of the rotation
vector [9,10,11, 12,13]. However, no general vectorial definition in terms of
the rotation vector has been given for the curvature change tensor, even
though the rotation vector has been defined in a general form [14,15].

As long as the question of bending strains was an open issue, the form of
the compatibility equations of linear shell theory, equations first derived by
Gol'denveizer [9], could not become a settled issue. This question has also
been finalized and agreed upon recently [3,4,5, 6].

*) The results presented in this paper were obtained in the course of research spon-
sored by the National Research Council of Canada, Grant No. A-2736, and the Defence
Research Board of Canada, Grant No. 6301-11.
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The purpose of this paper is to define the curvature change tensor in a
general vectorial form, using derivatives of the rotation vector. In analogy
with the definitions of unique symmetric and skew-symmetric tangential strain
components, where derivatives of the displacement vector are used, the
presently accepted curvature change tensor of linear shell theory is defined
as the unique symmetric bending strain tensor whereas the unique skew-

symmetric components are shown to be expressible in terms of the symmetric
tangential strain components. The results obtained are compared with those
of others, where possible, and with our earlier work [13,16]. In particular, the
unsymmetric physical changes in torsion, discussed earlier [11,12,13], are
expressed directly in terms of the mixed components of the unsymmetric
bending strain tensor, and the difference between these torsion components is

expressed in terms of symmetric physical tangential and bending strain
components. The difference between the second fundamental tensors of the
deformed and undeformed midsurface, a quantity which is used by some
authors to define curvature changes in linear shell theory [15] and is now
generally accepted as the curvature change tensor of nonlinear shell theory
[17,18,19], is compared with the curvature change tensor of linear shell theory.

Using the partial mixed-derivatives of the displacement and rotation
vectors, the equations of compatibility of linear thin shell theory are obtained
and compared with the currently accepted form [3,4, 5]. Finally, the tangential
strains of the parallel surface are written in a new form and compared with
previous results [16, 20].

Throughout the paper, emphasis is placed on the use of direct vector
notation and vector algebra. However, where required, the component form
of tensors is used with the usual summation Convention and index notation
and with repeated Greek and Latin indices implying summation over the ränge
1,2, and 1, 2, 3, respectively. Partial differentiation and the covariant derivative

with respect to the metric of the undeformed midsurface are indicated
by a comma and a vertical stroke in front of a subscript, respectively. Where
a midsurface quantity is designated by a lower case letter, the corresponding
variable for the parallel surface is denoted by the same upper case letter, by
the same lower case letter with a superscript (z), or by a new lower case letter.
A bar above a quantity indicates a vector whereas a bar below two indices
denotes Suspension of the summation Convention for the underlined indices.
Parentheses around indices are used to designate physical components of a

tensor whereas a caret (~) and tilde (~) above a symbol denote unique Symmetrie
and skew-symmetric components of a tensor, respectively. Wherever the
symbol 1 ^t 2 appears next to an expression, a corresponding equation is
obtained by an interchange of the indices 1 and 2. The outward surface normal
is positive and the right-hand rule is used in defining the positive direction of
vectors resulting from cross products. All starred quantities refer to the
deformed state and convected coordinates are used to describe the deformation
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of surfaces. For the sake of brevity, frequent reference will be made to previous
work presented elsewhere [13,16,21]. Symbols are defined where they first
appear in the text and are summarized for convenience under Notations.

I. Review of Geometry of Shell Space

Let f f(xoc) denote the position vector of an arbitrary point, P, on the
midsurface of a shell of constant thickness, h, and x(X(oc= 1,2) be a set of
arbitrary (real) Gaussian surface coordinates. Then, the partial derivatives of
the position vector with respect to the surface coordinates are defined as the
covariant base vectors, &a r a, which in turn are used to define the
contravariant base vectors, W, the covariant and contravariant unit tangent vectors,
£a and i*, the magnitudes of the base vectors, Aa |äa|, the unit normal to the
midsurface, n, the components of the permutation tensor of the midsurface,
£aJ3 and £aß, the surface metric components, aaß and aaß, the determinant
a \aaß\, and the Christoffel symbols of the second kind, r%Q, r\, r*g. The
components of the second fundamental tensor of the midsurface, b^ß and 6§,
the components of the third fundamental tensor, c^ß, the normal and tangential

curvatures, Ka and (Kg)a, the geodesic torsion, (rg)a, as well as the radii of
normal curvatures and torsion R^ and R^ß, for the parametric lines are defined
as in [13,16, 21]. The angle between the tangents to the surface coordinates
at their intersection and the infinitesimal distance along any curve, C, on the
midsurface are designated by ifj and ds, respectively. The coordinate in the
surface normal direction is Cartesian and is denoted by z x3(—hl2^z^hl2).

As is well-known, an arbitrary vector, v, in 3 dimensions may be expressed
in terms of three linearly independent vectors and may therefore be written as

v v01- aa + v3 n v^a^ + v^n #(a) £a + v^n, (1)

where va and va are the contravariant and covariant surface components,
v3 v3 the surface normal components, and v{0L) and v(3) the physical components
of v. Because of the special "normal" coordinate system used, v3 v3 #.
The partial derivative of v is given by

v.a (vX-^vs)äx + (v% + bX(Xvx)n,

where v\ v^ +T^; vXloc =vKoc-r^vfJL. (3a, b)

The partial derivatives of the base vectors

u*.ß r^äx + b^n; ä«ß -r«xäx + b«n; n>oc -6*äA (4a.b,c)

are used to define the covariant derivatives

ä<x\ß ä*,ß-r£ßä\ baßn] d«\ß ä«ß + r«xäx b«n. (5a, b)
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Use will be made of Ricci's lemma i. e. the fact that the metric and permuta-
tion tensors are treated as constants in covariant differentiation, thus

^IA ^U ^iA ^|a 0. (6)

The position vector of a point Q, defined by the intersection of the positive
surface normal and a parallel surface at a distance z from the midsurface, is

designated by R and is given by
R R(x0L,z) r + zn. (7)

Partial derivatives of R with respect to xa are defined as the base vectors of
the z surface, g0L R>0C, which are used in defining [16,21] the contravariant
base vectors, ga, the metric components, g^ß and g"ß, the determinant g \gaß\,

the magnitudes of the base vectors #a |<7a|. and the covariant unit tangent
vectors of the z surface, Ta. The base vectors of the parallel surface are

expressible in terms of midsurface base vectors as

goL K-zb*äx ^äA} (8)

where /xA is defined by [4]

^ 8*-Z&*, (9)

and where S£ is the Kroenecker delta. The determinant of /x£ can be shown to
be [4]

M |^| =/|= l-2zH + z*K, (10)

where H and K are the mean and Gaussian curvature of the midsurface,
respectively.

IL Deformation of Surface

2.1. Tangential Strains

During deformation, the point P moves to a new position P*. Let the
vector PP* be denoted by ü and the position vector of P* by r*, such that
(see Fig. 1)

r* f(xoc) + ü(xoc), (11)

where u~ is the displacement vector, expressed in terms of its contravariant,
covariant, and physical components by

ü u* da + u3 n u^ä^ + ^n w(a) t^ + wn. (12)

The base vectors of the deformed surface, ä*, are obtained from Eq. (11) as

ä* r* rt0L + üi0L ä^ + ü^, (13)
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Fig. 1. Deformation of a Surface.

which, when using Eq. (2) to express ü>oc in terms of its components, may be

written in the form

K ^«äx + Van äa + yAaäA + 9>aw, • (14)

where the unsymmetric tensors, fta and yXa are defined by [17,4]

l\ ^ + ^,a^A ^ + uX-b*w, (15a)

yXot^UMoc-bXoc™ (15b)
and <pa w>(X + b*ux. (15c)

From Eqs. (13) and (14) the derivative of the displacement vector is written as

^a =y\ocäX + <p0in, (16)

from which y0a üt0L-äß. (17)

The unique symmetric and skew-symmetric components of this unsymmetric
strain tensor are defined by

Yocß i(rßoc + yocß) i^.a-äß + ^-äJ h(ualß + uß](X)-b0lßW, (18a)

Yoiß h(7ßoc-7ocß) i(^,a-«j3-v,i3^a) \(ußw~u*\ß) % faß^-ii^ß). (18b)

From Eqs. (18a,b), yaj8 and yaß are easily recognized as the usual symmetric
tangential strain tensor and the skew-symmetric rotation tensor of linear shell

theory [2,4,11,12]
yaj8 *ajs; yocß^^ocß- (18c)

Using Eqs. (18) the expression for u>0L, Eq. (16), may be rewritten as

u,0t (YaX + 7_A) aX + Pan (eac\ + M<x\) aX + <Pan (19)
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and from a comparison of Eqs. (15 a, b) and (18), the following relation
established

ha ax* + yxoc a*x + €ocX + ^ocx • (20)

The physical extensional tangential strain components are related to the
tensorial components by [11,13]

e -* - €l1 - €l1 ~ l d^ t l->9 .91 fl.6(11) €(1) ~Wi ~ (AF " A Jx^h x^-2' (21a)

whereas the total change in angle between the tangents drawn to the
parametric lines, defined as the physical shear strain, is given by [11,12,13]

9(i2) y<i) + 7(2) —^-cot^(€(1) + €(2)), (21b)
ya

1 du 70 Ar>sindj1C) _ __^ _> /rt_where y(1) ^g^'* Ax * ^' }

As is clear from Eq. (21c), the unsymmetric physical shear strain components
are expressible directly in terms of the mixed components of the unsymmetric
tangential strain tensor, 1%, whereas the sum of these shear strain components
is given in terms of symmetric strain components, Eq. (21b). In closing this
section on tangential strains, it should be noted that e^ß is comprised of the
linear terms in the expression i(ß*o — aaß).

2.2. Rotation Vector and Bending Strains

Since deformation of a body in the neighbourhood of a point is composed
of translation, rotation, and change in shape (straining) [22,23], it is not
surprising that in addition to displacements, described by the displacement
vector u, rotations and the rotation vector, Q, are also required in the study
of the linear deformation of the midsurface of shells. The contravariant
components of the rotation vector, oy1, are defined in terms of the components of
the skew-symmetric rotation tensor, cd^, of linear deformation theory by

o>< \ €^k <oik £ €^k uklj; ci^, \ (ujH - ui{j), (22)

where €ijk are the components of the permutation tensor in 3 space. Thus the
components of rotation coa and co3 for the midsurface are expressed as [11,13,16]

co« €ocßs wi =-—=[u3l2-u2l3\; co2 ---=[%-%], (23a)
1 2ya 2ya

oj3 \e3-ß^ß l&ß^ß ^[%-%], (23 b)

where e^ß3 at the midsurface (2 0) become e^ß. In a discussion of thin shell
theory based on the Kirchhoff-Love hypothesis, the transverse shear strain
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components, ea3, are assumed to be zero and thus

With this approximation, and using Eqs. (3) and (15 c) together with the fact
that [24] r^3 rgß -b«ß, Eqs. (23a) become

coa £"£ [Wp + 6*^] €<*ß<pß. (25)

Using the three components of rotation thus derived from the skew-symmetric
rotation tensor, a vector of rotation, Q, was defined as [11,13.16]

Q cüPLä0L-\-oj>3n — ß(2)^1+ß(1)^2 + 'ß(3)^? (26a)

which may also be written in the form

Q e«ßQ(oc)iß+Q{3)n, (26b)

where the physical components of the rotation vector, ß(c.) and JQ(3), are defined
in terms of displacement components in [16], and where e^ß are the
components of the permutation symbol related to the permutation tensor and
defined by

€ocß=JLe<xß; e12 __e21=1; ell==e22 Q> (26c)
ia

Eq. (26b) suggests a form for writing the rotation vector in terms of its
covariant components, Qa,

Q e^ßQ^äß+Q^n (21)

a form which was also used in [15].
A comparison of Eqs. (26) and (27) results in the following relations between

the various rotation components

aj« €ß«Qß; co3 =Q3=Q(3)=Qn=Q, (28a, b)

Qa=€«e!^<*>; Q{od e^ßiaßßQx
iaßß ~"

(28c, d)

or fla J_=^ (a^); ß(a) —^ßa (a#j8). (28e,f)
iaßß ia

Also from Eqs. (25) and (28a) one finds

ßa -K« + *^a] -?v (29)

Using the definition for the vector of rotation, Eq. (27), the following relations
are easily obtained

Qxn Q^W; ßxäa coaAäA-ßa?i, (30a,b)

of which the latter is used in rewriting Eq. (19) in the form

ü,a (€aA + waA)äA + 9?aw (eaA + coaA)äA-ßa^ €aAäA+ßäa. (31)
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In analogy with the definition of yocß zocß and yaj8 a>aj8, the derivative of
the rotation vector is now used to define symmetric and skew-symmetric
bending strain components, rj^ß and rj^ß- Through the use of Eq. (2), the
derivative of Q is written as [15]

Ö,« £ßXVß«äx + Ln, (32)

where rjßoc Qßloc-eßXbxQ Qßla + bxajXß - faty« + 6* copA], (33a)
£« =Q,a + baße*ßßx. (33b)

From Eq. (32), the following relations are easily established

Q)(XXn r)Xocdx) .'. i)ß0L=Q30LXn-äß. (34a,b)

The unique symmetric and skew-symmetric components of this unsymmetric
bending strain tensor, j]ßa, are defined by

Vocß h(Vßot + Votß) i(ß «Xn-a^+ß ^xn-aj
i (fylot +&oc\ß + K ™Xß + bXß coXoc),

Vocß i(Vß<x-V«ß) =i(ßaX%'ärß]3x?i-äa)
\ (Qßla -&oc\ß + b*

COXß - 6A cuXoc)

(35a)

(35b)

Upon recalling the definition of Koiter's curvature change tensor of linear
shell theory, paß [1,2, 3], it is clear that

Paß -Vocß -M^cxX^-^+ß^X^-äJ. (36)

Thus the curvature change tensor of linear shell theory has been expressed in
a new, vectorial form in terms of derivatives of the rotation vector. The method
used in arriving at this definition is identical to that used in defining the
symmetric tangential strain tensor in terms of derivatives of the displacement
vector. To the best of the author's knowledge, this form of the curvature
change tensor has not appeared in the literature heretofore, even though the
form of the rotation vector and its derivatives, as used here, were given by
Chernykh [15].

The skew-symmetric components, rj^ß, may be expressed in terms of the
components of the tangential strain tensor as

V«ß h(byßx-bxßeoiA), (37)

where the Codazzi-Mainardi relations, 6A|Q 6Äia, were used.

In order to compare these symmetric and skew-symmetric bending strain
components with the physical components of change in normal curvature and
torsion, X(a) and T(a), we recall an expression for the cross product of the
derivative of the rotation vector and the unit normal given by [11,16]

— A
Q>x X * sii^Ä[P X(1) + P (%) C°S ^ + T(1) Sin ^)] l ^ 2" (38)
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A comparison of Eqs. (34) and (38) results in

Vu Vu (^i)2*<d; ^2i iä(r(1) + x{1) cot i/j) 1^2, (39a)

V12 + V21 2 f 12 V« l>(l) + *(2) + C0t 0 («(1) + «(2))] ^ 2
> (39b)

whereas from the definition of the components T(a) [16] one obtains

ßr«i -(4)2^ l^2- (40)

From Eq. (32) the following relation is derived

ß «•«/* ^i ^^A« G^nXßVn** (41)

which is used to write

ra^^ri 1^2. (42)

The vectorial definition of the skew-symmetric components of the bending
strain tensor, Eq. (35b), together with Eq. (38) leads to

T/12 -2"[T(i)-T(2) + cot0(«(i)-«(2))] -^21; (43a)

Vu Vw ° (43b)

relations which may also be obtained directly from Eqs. (35b) and (39a) and
from which, through the use of Eq. (37), one deduces

T(1i~T(ö=
1 1 1

(44)

Although an expression for the sum T (r(1) + T(2)) was given elsewhere [11,13,
16], the difference between these unsymmetric physical components of change
in torsion was not expressed explicitly heretofore.

The unit normal to the deformed midsurface, %*, is derived through the
use of Eqs. (13), (19) and (31) and by neglecting nonlinear quantities [11,
13,16] as

™* _ _2'n* $€*«ßä*xä* =Qxäx + n (45a)

n*—n =Qxax =Qxn. (45b)

from which, using Eq. (30a), one obtains

hi
The derivatives ofn*, are given by

»** (^.-b^y + b^xn (m.-b^^-b^y + b^xn (46)

and are used to define the components of the second fundamental tensor of
the deformed midsurface, 6*0, as
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Kß -%(n%c'aß+n*ß'K) rä*-ä*p -n%-ä* -n*ß-d%

~ \ lQßla +&oc\ß + b£ uxß + bxß o>Aa - 6* eXß - bJ 6Aa - 2 6^] (47 a)

b^ß -^ + 6* eaA 6aj3 - rjßa + bx
eßX 6aj8 - ^aj3 + \ (b\ eßX + 6* eaA).

Through the use of Eq. (45b), the expression for 6*g can also be written as

b*ß -J[(ßxrä)fa-ä0 + (ßxrä)f0^
(Qxn)-äatß + n>aatß + ütaß-n -[(Qxn)}0C'äß + üfß'n)0C + n>(X'äß] (47b)

-[(Äx^-^ +^.^ + ^'äJ.
Some authors [15] define a curvature change tensor of linear shell theory in
the form

Kß~b«ß "<*ß -H(ßx%)ia«^ + (ßx^räa + %a.%^^.%j
- IVaß ~ i (&£ *A0 + 6J *A«] Pocß + i (&£^ + 6J *Aa) •

This tensor is particularly useful in writing the z surface tangential strains in
terms of midsurface variables.

The components of the third fundamental tensor of the deformed
midsurface, c*o, are expressible in the form

C*ß %X'%*ß Wa-^j8+Ö«><^-W p+ß^XW-n a C^ß-b^rjpß-b^rj^

- c.ß ~ IK VßP + bPß V«P + bx bpß eXp -1 6* (&£ eßX + 6j eaX)].
(49)

2.3. Compatibility Equations

For the sake of completeness, the compatibility equations of linear shell
theory are recorded. The mixed partial derivatives of the displacement and
rotation vectors must be equal if deformation is to be continuous. This fact is
used here, as it was used by others [9,15, 25, 26], to derive the compatibility
equations, i.e.

üi0Lß u>ß(X /. üf0Lß -ü}ßoL €«ßütaß 0, (50a)

Q.*ß ß ßa .". ß«J-Ä/fa *$Ü.*ß 0. (50b)

Using the definition for the covariant derivative of mixed and covariant
components of second order tensors [24] as well as Eqs. (2), (3), (4), (6), (31), (32)
and (35), the above statements, Eqs. (50), may be rewritten as

e«ß ü^ß e«ß [(eaAl/J + eaX ^ äx + (6* eaA + ^ß) n] 0, (51a)

e«ßQ>(xß ^[(^S^-^^äA + (ra^ + 6A^^S^J^ 0, (51b)

from which the following equations result

«^ (««Al/J + «aA £/j) «"" («aAljü ~ ^/3A U 0, (52a)

«°^(^ + 6J«_a) 0 .-. ^ i(6_€/}A-6j€aA), (52b)
«^(*"A v*i. -z*bß) °; £a/3(W+6a.^A v«) °• <53a>b)
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It is thus clear that Eq. (50a) leads to an identity, derived earlier (Eq. (37)),
as well as the following useful relations

L ^ via ; L\ß ^ viajs • (54a>b)

With these relations and the identity (52b), Eqs. (53) are recast to read

^[^A(^ + i&£^ 0, (55a)

^^[^1A^"^^] 0, (55 b)

which are the compatibility equations of linear shell theory. Eqs. (55) can be

shown to be in complete agreement with corresponding results of others [3, 6].

Although the method of derivation used here has been employed previously
in less general and/or physical component treatments [9,15, 26] as well as for
the derivation of the compatibility equations of a Cosserat surface [25], to
the best of the author's knowledge, it has not been used in deriving the equations

of compatibility in tensorial form and in terms of the now generally
accepted strain measures of thin shell theory.

III. Deformation of Shell Space

The point Q on the parallel surface moves to the position Q* during the
deformation process. Let the position vector of Q* be denoted by R* and the
displacement vector QQ* by U (see Fig. 2), such that

R* P*(xa,z) R(xoc,z)-\-Ü(xoc,z) r + zn+Ü r + ü~ + zn*, (56)

DEFORMED

Z-SURFACE

R(x°z]

z - surface

Q(x
Q(x

ra

midsurface

P(x P^
>P

*£
fx«)

DEFORMED
x' MIDSURFACE

Fig. 2. Deformation of Shell Space.
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from which, through the use of Eq. (45b)

U ü + z(n*—n) =ü + z(Qxn). (57)

The base vectors of the deformed parallel surface, g*, are written as

£* __* Ba+Üia g^ + ylj^-Qln, (58)

where t7a f^-Q%n [yA« + z(^Aa + ^Ap)]äA-/4ßArä. (59)

Thus the unsymmetric tangential strain tensor of the z surface, ysaß, is given by

7ßa=Üi0l-gß yß [yXa + zQMa] [yXa + z (r,Xa + bpaa>Xp)]^ (60)

and is used to define the unique symmetric components, yz^o,

riß E«ß %%yyS«ß> i(Ü,«-9ß+ Üiß-ga) \{[ü,a + z(Qxn)y-gß

+ [uiß + z(Qxnlß]-ga} ±yß(yXa + zQXlJ + ±ix*(yXß + zQMß)

Hyß[Yxa + z(vXa + bpaoJXp)]+fi*[yXß + z(VXß + bpMXp)]}

z z2 <61a)
eaj3 + z Vaß ~ g

(6« €j8P + bpß eap) - -g [ö£ 6«
€8p

+•&<* ^

which, using the results obtained here, may be rewritten in various forms as

Z Z
®«ß y^ß e0lß + zvaß--(bpa€ßp + bpßeap)-~(b*QMß + b*QXla)

g {^ [e. A + ^ %A +1 (6f «V - 6A €ß^\ + /*J [e«A + 2 ^A +1 (&£ ex» ~ #W } •

As is known, .Eajg is comprised of the linear terms in the expression \ (g*ß — gaß),

i.e.

Eaß |(?*,-9aß) ^(a*,-aaß) -z (b*ß-baß) + Z-(c*ß -caß) (6_ ß)

«aß-Z^aj3-|-(^^ + ^V) eolj3-2^a)3 + Y(&«^l8 + ^^Aa-2^6J«Ap)>

from which it is clear that [15]

^.=^-6a.=-|[~(^-M]s=o- ««>

The physical tangential strain components of the parallel surface are now
expressible in terms of symmetric midsurface physical strains as
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i du f _ eu_ _.u i f r e(1)

+ 2lT"fr(12) + Cot^(e(2)~e(1))] +z2 if +2l?_tT + COt^(,<(2)_5<(1^ (63a)

+ ^j(iy ~ iy) + 2^(i " i)[*12)+cot*(e(1)+e<2))]]} * ^2•

which is in complete agreement with corresponding expressions derived else-
where [11,16] and where la are defined as in [16]. The off diagonal component
E12 is expressed in terms of midsurface physical quantities by

^ y^ + o^^^ +^ + zfr + oot^tx^ +^ +^^ + ^J
-^[ra2) + cot^(e(1) +^ + 22{s^(^ + ^)

+i^Ä(i-i)'[^+cotiA(^+^)]}-

Conclusions

In analogy with the definitions of the tangential strain tensor and rotation
tensor of linear shell theory, derivatives of the rotation vector and the
fundamental theorem of decomposition of tensor algebra are used to define unique
symmetric and skew-symmetric components of a curvature change tensor.
The symmetric components are shown to be Koiter's curvature change tensor
of linear shell theory [2, 3], thus presenting the bending strain tensor in a new,
vectorial form. The physical components of this symmetric tensor are in
complete agreement with results presented elsewhere [13,16]. The skew-symmetric

components, on the other hand, are found to be expressible in terms
of tangential strains thus permitting the derivation of an expression for the
difference between the unsymmetric physical components of change in torsion
in terms of symmetric physical strains.

The difference between the second fundamental tensor of the deformed
and undeformed surface is expressed in terms of derivatives of the rotation
and displacement vectors and compared with the bending strain tensor. An
expression is also given for the third fundamental tensor of the deformed
surface in terms of the symmetric strain measures of linear shell theory.

The mixed partial derivatives of the displacement and rotation vectors are
used to obtain the compatibility equations from which the skew-symmetric
components of the curvature change tensor are eliminated by means of Eq. (37).
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Finally, the tangential strain tensor of a parallel surface is rewritten in several

new forms and the corresponding physical components expressed in terms of
symmetric physical strain measures. These results are useful in a general
description of the statics and energy principles of linear shell theory in terms
of physical components [27].

Notations

covariant and contravariant base vectors of midsurface
components of first fundamental (metric) tensor
determinant of the matrix of aaß

magnitudes of äa

components of second fundamental tensor
components of third fundamental tensor
arbitrary curve on a surface

components of permutation symbol defined by
K12 ~~" ^ — e21— e — L> ell — ^ —^22 — ^ —u
extensional physical strain components of z surface

components of symmetric tangential strain tensor of z surface

components of metric of z surface
covariant and contravariant base vectors of z surface
constant shell thickness
mean curvature of midsurface
Lame's surface parameters; magnitudes of ga
Gaussian curvature of midsurface
parameters associated with metric of z surface
unit surface normal vector
generic point on a surface

generic point on parallel surface
position vector of a point P on the midsurface of a shell

position vector of generic point Q on parallel surface
radii of normal curvature for parametric lines of midsurface
radii of torsion (twist) for the parametric lines
infinitesimal distance along a curve on the midsurface
covariant and contravariant unit tangent vectors on the
midsurface

Ta, Ta covariant and contravariant unit tangent vectors on the z

surface
ü~ displacement vector of a point on the midsurface
U displacement vector of a point on the z surface
u*, u3, ua, u3 contravariant and covariant components of midsurface dis¬

placement vector, ü

aa, <V> «

aotß> a«ß

a

K- /«<««

baß> 6.

c<xß

C

e<xß>
e«0

E(a)

E0Lß

9<xß' rß
g^g01
h
H
Ha- hococ

K
h
n
P
Q

r
R
fi«
Rocß

ds

ta7toc
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u{oc\ w physical components of displacement vector ü
v arbitrary vector in space
v01-, v3, v^, vs contravariant and covariant components of v
v(oc), v^3) physical components of v

x^, x3 — z contravariant curvilinear "normal" coordinate system
yl fixed right-handed orthogonal Cartesian coordinates in

Euclidean 3-space
z x3 coordinate in surface normal direction
oc, ß indices

y(a) unsymmetric physical shear strain components
yßa unsymmetric tangential strain tensor of midsurface
9d2)= 7(1) + 7(2) total linear shear strain between the x1 and x2, lines on a surface

"Yaß €ocß symmetric tangential strain tensor of midsurface

yao o_ao skew-symmetric components of tangential strain tensor of
midsurface

yz E^ß components of symmetric tangential strain tensor of z surface

yzg unsymmetric tangential strain tensor of z surface

rXß, r3ß, r* Christoffel symbols of second kind for a surface
8* Kroenecker delta
€(a) linear physical extensional strain components for midsurface

€<xß> €oc3 components of linear tangential strain tensor for midsurface

€ocß > ^ components of skew-symmetric permutation tensor in 2 space
e^k components of skew-symmetric permutation tensor in 3 space
£a parameters associated with bending strains

Vocß j Vaß covariant and mixed components of unsymmetric curvature
change tensor

rjaß — paß symmetric components of curvature change tensor

r)aß skew-symmetric components of curvature change tansor

Ka normal curvatures of parametric curves at a point P on a

surface

K0Lß b*ß — b0Cß modified curvature change tensor of linear shell theory
(_c )a tangential curvatures for the parametric lines of a surface

x{oc) linear physical bending strain components

^ components of a tensor relating midsurface and z surface

quantities
yi determinant of ^
paß= —Vocß Koiter's curvature change tensor of linear shell theory
(T )a T(X torsion of parametric lines on a surface

T(a) unsymmetric physical bending strain components

t= (T(1) + T(2)) symmetric physical bending strain component
<pa= —ßa components of rotation vector
ifj angle between curvilinear coordinates on a surface
wl components of rotation vector in 3 space



CÜ«, O)3

<*>ii

°><xß Yc

Q
ß«> ß_
Ma) ,ß3
Qf.
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contravariant components of rotation
components of rotation tensor in 3 space

3 components of skew-symmetric rotation tensor
rotation vector

=ß3 =Q components of rotation vector
physical components of rotation vector
components of rotation of z surface
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Summary

Using derivatives of the rotation vector of linear thin shell theory, the
curvature change tensor is defined in a new, vectorial form. The unique
symmetric components of this tensor and the corresponding physical components
are compared with previous results whereas the skew-symmetric components
are shown to be expressible in terms of the components of the symmetric
tangential strain tensor. The difference between the unsymmetric physical
components of change in torsion is derived in terms of symmetric physical
strain components. The compatibility equations of linear shell theory are
obtained by equating the partial mixed-derivatives of the displacement and
rotation vectors and are compared with results of others. Finally, the tangential

strains of the parallel surface are expressed in a new form.
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Resume

Moyennant l'utilisation des derivees du vecteur rotationnel on definit un
tenseur de Variation de courbure sous une nouvelle forme vectorielle. La seule

partie symetrique de ce tenseur correspond au tenseur de Variation de courbure

de la theorie lineaire des coques qui est reconnu partout aujourd'hui; la

partie de symetrie oblique est representee par les termes du tenseur symetrique
de cisaillement. La difference entre les composantes physiques non-symetriques
de la Variation de torsion est representee ä l'aide des termes de tension physique
symetrique. On obtient les equations de compatibilite en posant egales les

derivees composees partielles du vecteur de translation et de rotation. Finale-
ment les tensions de cisaillement entre les surfaces paralleles de la coque sont
exprimees sous une nouvelle forme.

Zusammenfassung

Unter Verwendung von Ableitungen des Drehungsvektors wird ein Krüm-
mungsänderungs-Tensor in einer neuen vektoriellen Form definiert. Dessen

einziger symmetrischer Teil erweist sich als der jetzt allgemein anerkannte
Krümmungsänderungs-Tensor der linearen Schalentheorie; der schiefsymmetrische

Teil wird durch Terme des symmetrischen Schubspannungstensors
ausgedrückt. Die Differenz zwischen den nichtsymmetrischen physikalischen
Komponenten der Torsionsänderung wird mittels Termen der symmetrischen
physikalischen Spannung dargestellt. Durch Gleichsetzen der gemischten
partiellen Ableitungen des Verschiebungs- und des Drehungsvektors erhält man
die Kompatibilitäts-Gleichungen. Schliesslich werden die Schubspannungen
des Schalenraumes in neuer Form ausgedrückt.
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